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THE EQUATION OF FIFTH DEGREE 

After the cubic and qua/ttic equations had been solved 

in terms of algebraic expressions of the co-efficients, the 

efforts of the mathematicians of the sixteenth, seventeenth, 

and eighteenth centuries were turned to the solution of the 

fifth degree equation. In this case, as in the cases of the 

cubic and qualrtic equations, it was attempted to express the 

roots of the equation as algebraic functions of the co-effi¬ 

cients of the equation. Finally, in 1824, Abel proved def¬ 

initely the impossibility of such an algebraic solution. The 

essential parts of his proof follow. 

I. Abel’s Proof o_f the Impossibility of the Algebraic 

Solution of the- Fifth Degree Equation. 

1. The General Form of Algebraic Functions. 

If 1', x',  are a finite number of variables, v 

is said to be an alegbraic function of these variables if it 

can be expressed in terms of them by means of a finite number 

of the operations: (l) multiplication, either of quantities 

dependent on ',7 " or not; (2) division; (3) addition; 

(4) extraction of roots of prime indices. It is clear that 

subtraction comes under the head of addition, and 1h at the 

extraction of roots of conposite indices reduces to (4). 

If the function v is expressed by using only the first 

three of the above operations, it is said to be algebraic 
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and rational, or simply rational. If the operations of mul¬ 

tiplication and addition only are used in the construction 

of v, v is said to he an integral rational function of 

Thus an integral rational function of ) is 

expressed as the sum of a finite number of terms of the form 

(i) A V""’ 

in which A is a quantity independent of  . If 

denote a set of integral rational functions, it 

is clear that j~(v~>'tr! -) is also an integral rational func¬ 

tion, >f denoting the same operation as above. Hence any in¬ 

tegral function can be expressed as the sum of terms of the 

form (l). 

, and ‘ ~ ~X are two integral rati 

al functions, a rational function is defined in terms of them 

on- 

by the operation 

U) 

f ( /' *h)) 
Ÿ f x's ■ •- y^?J 

It is evident that this function is formed by means of a finite 

✓7 7
 // fa7) 

number of the first three operations. If denote 

several rational functions, the rational expression 

far'," I-'V 
Ipfv', - 'T77*} 

reduces to the form (2). Therefore any rational function 

always hasxthe form (2). 

If the operation X^J denotes a rational function, 

any algebraic function can be set up by means of the operation 



where m is a f in combination with the operation -7 T , 

prime number. If  are rational functions of T-jX*---- 

yb, = f (X ; X" - - -x"’/ ÿyyp", - ) 

is a general algebraic function of the first order. In this 
m J— 

function, the operation ~y P affects only rational functions. 

If jo ), p'lj —are several functions of the first order, 

the general algebraic function of the second order is defined 

by the expression , / , *  —- V— 

^ / (r,r,~~ jp, VF--fpjp - 
r—— 

in which the operation V f~ is extended to 6nly rational func¬ 

tions, and to algebraic functions of the first order. This 

mode of definition^extended to form algebraic functions of higher 

orders. The symbol f denotes a rational function of the quan¬ 

tities enclosed within the parenthesis. 

If y denotes the order of an algebraic function v, 

(3) Y- f (r\ ) 
t /' 

where Pi) are algebraic functions, of the order fj- I 

are functions of order )J- I or lower orders, and Pth" are 

prime numbers. It is assumed that it is impossible to express 

one of the quantities 
■»/ 
P' 'V 

of the others and the quantities f~, r ,T-- 

rationally in terms 

. If it were 

possible to do so, one would obtain an algebraic function con¬ 

taining one less of the quantities, or else an algebraic func¬ 

tion of lower order, contrary to hypothesis. 
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If, in (3), the number of the quantities ', 

. . ,, ty. 76. 
is m, the function (3) is said to be of the f order and Z'77 

degree. It is seen from this that an algebraic function of 

the p order and (^degree is the same as an expression of the 

(p-i) order, and that an algebraic function of the order 0 

is a rational function. 

Hence, it is possible to set 

(4) V-- f - - fp) 

where p is an algebraic function of order Clu~0 » while 

r, r"}  are algebraic functions of order p , and degree 

(m - l). It is always assumed that it is impossible to express 

p as a rational function of the remaining quantities. 

Since a rational function of several quantities can be 

expressed as a quotient, 
_ 

where s and t are integral functions of the variable quantities 

involved, (4) can be put in the form 

Y, VEl , 
r r", -- 

where and "7~ are integral functions. Furthermore, any 

integral function of several quantities S, -r * r~ " can be 

put into the form 

C„ -/■ £,s-t txS
L-f + <T m s Ï77 

in which CD, f f — t^ are integral functions of 7- ' r 
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Consequently 

(5) y ’■ to -t c< pf'-f ti P n -> — + tn P 

m 
n 

m * 

A 

Jr 
/? n 

or, if S>/tri: rk-- 7 etc., 

ITt -t - / f/r 

A 
n 

v* Ï y, l° * ■/ K ^ y  1 /° J> 

Let VÎX'- (£., be the (n - 1) values of V that one 

obtains by replacing p/; by °f f° k, J jû * 

d\' "’being a primitive root of the equation rfh-f- Ô . 

On multiplying the numerator and denominator of the 

fraction / / V hy KJ-I , v takes the form 

\/ - 7~ V, V, - v„., 
y v v, i/o- - y.., 

The product ]/K *- is an integral function of 

and f3^7 , while the product K ~ K-, is a.n integral 

function of f3 v and 7~', T"— . If this latter product 

be set equal to 

s0 v s, fJ' -f J; p % ■* - -<■ SK P 
the function ~j V becomes 

TT - 
S° St P ' 4 £ I0'"-f - - - S,r /= 

y 

It is seen from this construction that are algebraic 

functions of f=>, T'J T"} . This form can be simplified some¬ 

what by absorbing those terms for which y^ H , namely the 

terms j° n t — /? 

For, Js being an integral number, 

jU - <3/7/ °{ 

where &. and °( are two positive integers, and . 
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Consequently 
£ 

£L n+* 
>1 n 

P - p " - P !° 

Hence p , being an integral power of p » is absorbed by 

the co-efficient , and 'V' takes the somewhat simpler 

form T- -- 7‘ V « 
t> . 

U* 
in which^ are again algebraic functions of jJ / 

r} r"~~ *  

I r/7 
having the properties that they are of the y order, andit is 

impossible to express P rationally in terms of the quantities 
- ' » 

A change of variable can be effected so that the co-effi- 

'h 
cient of p is unity. If “J/ p Û , a new variable is defined 

by 

and 

b -- S- 
r 7* 

J- n r 
7’ 

9. . * . J2zl 
v~- po 7 p, -i YP P> 7 n-i pi ^ 

If 
cfj ~ b , let 7v b£ the first of the co-efficients which 

is unequal to 0, 

Ü , n 
p p ” - h 

Then 

and if °( a,nd /S are two integral numbers which satisfy the 
t 

relation 

ofÿ -pn =- V', 

V an integer, one has 



1v P n 

Jl1 -< -fi 7) 
p» - 7y F r> 

A 
n 

jL 
o 

Hence these substitutions give v the form 
A. Ad v-- ?/ -, p,’"-, f,> * vy h * 

The results so far obtained may be summed up in the 

Theorem I. _If _v i_s an algebraic function of order Jc/ and 

degree m, then v takes the form 

V- - -+ Jn-, 
V 

in which the are algebraic functions of order ^ an<^ degree 

(m - l), n is a prime number, and it is impossible to express 
,-L 
^ rationally in terms of ^0 

II. 

Properties of an Algebraic Function which Satisfasse. 

Given Equation. 

In this section it is assumed that an a.lgebraic function 
U vjd 

-t 
Cc A ■* -• ~f A'd 1 A d 

(6) y ~ Jo -t/o » V ,7 y p O 

satisfied the equation 

(7) •+ C-I 7 C‘‘ 7 

in which the are functions of the independent variables 

\/ ' y" / \ Y- / * , * jfrom this assumption the properties of (6) are to 

be found. 

If (6) be substituted in (7), the result is an expression 
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of the form 

(8) r-a -i r, y n. /=> v - - -*■ rn[f JD 
)■ n-i 

/7 
6 

in which are rational functions of £-y , /?, ^ 

It is now asserted that (8) cannot hold unless the quantities 

Kir<;y*->— 7v-i are each equal to 0: n - ^r -- ^ = ^-/ ■- 0 

Assume that these equations do not hold. Then if the substitution 

2- p 
is made, the equation 

o) i"- f -6 

has at least one root, and possibly more, in common with (8). 

If the number of these common roots is S , one can set up an 

equation having these common roots as its roots and rational 

functions of p 7V " ^ -/ as co-efficients: 

So ■» -ts^-f- 

This equation is either the equation of lowesttdegree having 

these $ common roots as roots, or else it can oe oroxeu up into 

xactors, each of which has all of its roots in common with (9). 

Suppose that this is the case; then 

(10) ^ =• 0 

can be taken as the expression of lowest degree having all of 

its roots in common with (9). Evidently, A^ 
! /? 

sinch otherwise it would be possible to express p* rationally 

in terms of Therefore (10) has at least two roots in 
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common with (9), and consequently, 

(11) C 6 H 4 
C> y -t *1 L C > 4 -/ - -/ ^ ^ -/ of i? J- 0 

Out of (10) and (ll) there comes the equation 

(12) to (h C, (o(~ 4 4J £ C-/ ( °/*~ Ù 

Since (10) is irreducible, the co-efficients of (12) must be 

individually zero, and this ïîequtres that 

4*' ! =■ 0 

which, since J. F) , is impossible. Hence 

7" - - T o - , - ' i 
7~ 
*-/ 

- Û 

If this last set of equations is valid, the given equation 

(7) is also satisfied if ^ is successively replaced by 
J- \ ^ l H / ^ / / -J- 

d) J° */ q /° ~ ~~ T 77 . The resulting values of y are all 

different from wach other, since if two values wereeequal to 

each other, an equation of the type (8) would result, and this 

equation would lead to a contradiction, as has just been seen. 

The resulting set of values of y is: 

? = Jv y p* v -f-■ ?» -if n 

7*- - ?» -/*}>*-! 4'f*/>**---* ? f if 

% -- 7° v ■/ f>K - y cffaf, ^ 
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From these equations it follows that 

^ (‘li'1 1>- i f cf>)) 

t3* -- % ci> v w y * -f-- ~-f * in 

1, r :j-_ ( ft ->j_ ^ i" Vi * - ^ v, 
a-t 

--fr C% ^^^VaV-y^'A 

Hence 

1r 
/? 
/--/ -t - f 4-U, /)Ÿn 

C% i +~n 

th If a general equation of the /!} degree 

m~f -> A77 
7
 T"V,X y f- ^,7 -f^o-~ O 

is considered as being algebraically solvable , all of its roots 

can be expressed algebraically: 

y y ft ft TT ft - - yxV7 ^ V 

Hence, by the foregoing results, the algebraic quantities 

S o ; -- can be expressed rationally in terms of 

TT/-7, • 

If any one of the quantities say v, is taken 

and if representtthe different values of v, if T, -- ^ 

are permited in all possible ways, an equation can 
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be set up such that its co-efficients are rational functions 

of o -- m-f an<^ its ro°ts are the quantities ^77/^ 

the quantities ^ U0~~ t//-/ are rational functions of 

?7 ^ and hence °f yy \ — T/77 • 

Hence the 

Theorem II» _If an equation is algebraically solvable, 

the roots may always be given _a form such that the algebraic 

quantities in terms of which these roots are set up may ba_ 

expressed rationally in terms of the roots. 

III. 

The Effect _of Permuting the Variables on a Function of 

Several Variables. 

For the sake of briefness, only the essential steps will 

be given from now on, and whee it is possible to do so without 

destroying clearness, references will be given instead of 

detailed proofs. 

Let v.be a function of several variables V/ - r'7 • 

Let these variables be permuted in all possible 'ways. The number 

of different values taken on by v as a result of these 

permutations cannot exceed nl The theorem following is taken 

from the theory of substitution groups.# 

# Dickson: "Introduction to the Theory of Algebraic Equations", 
page 23. 
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Theorem III. The number of different values which a 

rational function of n letters takes on when operated on by 

all nl substitutions is a division of nl 

Another theorem, originally due to Cauchy (17th volume, 

Journal de l'Ecole Polytechnique), will now be stated: 

Theorem IV. The number of different values which a func¬ 

tion of n variables can take on as a result of the permutation 

of the n variables is either 1 or V or not less than the great¬ 

est prime number v/hich does not exceed n. 

In particular it is impossible for a function of five 

variables to have 3 or 4 different values. # 

Next is to be considered the question of the form of 

functions of five variables which take on only two different 

values. 

If v and v' are two functions which have two different 

values as a result of the permutation of their variables, and 

which take on the values respectively, 

IT -f iT —f ^7 ir ' y ir V~ ' 1 1 L- • t f ^ 2- 

are symmetric functions of the variables. If 

^ f 'V-'y, and ?7 TT' y Jr ^ t 
/ 

# For a proôf of this theorem, one may refer to Abel's 
«OoilVTPa nnnmlo + octl T J  'Oeuvres Completes", vol I page 
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If the number of independent variables is five, the product 

(0--(7r K)( h - ty Ï, xr)l b- Xf)(yt - /_,)( l - 7yV.K ~yr) ■ 

■ty*- rr)( y, - yj{ ^ - y-; 
is a function which has values equal in absolute value, but 

of opposite sign. If one sets lT^ - Ç) ,then lr^ and 

*7 
becomes 

y, ->/°y 
%/0 

or 
IT c 
/ 

-/ 

where f is a symmetric function. The quantity has two 

values which differ only in sign. If one sets ^ C'^ ft and 

W-- 7 , one can state the 

Theorem V. Any function of five variables which takes 

on only two values if the variables are permuted in all possible 

ways can be brought to the form 

Pi 71° 
where £ and çL are two symmetric functions and is defined 

as above. 

IText is to be obtained the general form of functions of 

five variables which take on five different values as a result 

of all possible permutations of the variables. 

Let v be a rational function of the quantities i~( j 
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which has the property of being independent of the permutations 

of i.e., v is symmetric with respect to 

to these four variables. Since v can then he expressed rationally 

in terms of xf and symmetric function of 7f~u~~ ,v can be 

expressed rationally in terms of xf and the co-efficients of 

a fourth degree equation. This follows from the fact that any 
¥ 

symmetric function can be expressed in terms of the fundamental 

symmetric functions. If. 

(7- h) ( *- 7t)n. yf)( K-ij 

v may be expressed rationally in "Ty / p/ ^ 

($'V( y-tjn-yi)ox 7- yy =• 

7 Y 73- C7^-/p7- 

(7-7,)t y y- P f X *•- 7-7 Y-r; 

= J ^ *V 6 X 

- * 5' C ^ r>) 7 (‘/yp *') 7 l-(m? P)*'i' 
y- CSn-yj y - Sy.' 

Hence 

p r Æ - y, 

f - b - ^ r,y 7y 
.y- e _ frxp a y,L --y/ 

c T, 7 by,1, ~c<l/^~fic/
r 
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and v allows itself to be expressed rationally in terms of 

4, b , <2-, . 

As a result of this, v may be put in the form 

(13) V ^ 
ti 

where t and ^(f,f are integral functions of % / ^/. 

If both numerator a,nd denominator of (13) be multiplied 

by 4 Cty ■ • Yf (](*,-) the result is 

y- _ r &>(KJ &(**-! 
&(*/) <?(**) 4%/ 4>(Xf/ 4{fj-/ 

The denominator of this expression is integral and symmetric 

in "Y/ fYYJf X /, Xy and is accordingly a rational function 
. The numbrator is an integral function of 

of X/ / ^ Y? ^ *=/ . Hence wne can write 

'V' - a v r> ?, V a y/ y - - -f- ^ 
If the equation 

y,*\ y?- à %3-/ e y/~ <Sy, -t e 

rn 

be multiplied by 'X/, / Y^~ ~ rj 

equations which may be solved for 

general form of the solution being 

07-. . X, one obtains (m - 4) 

% % 
rn 

the 

di -y/s v, i r 7,u -/ s 1, -/ ^ % / 

in which ^ are rational functions of a,b,c,d,e. 

Hence v can be brought to the form 

v~ - n i r,yti K y,"-f >3 X y ^ 
(14) 
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wherein ^^ are symmetric functions of 

This is the general form of a function in which four of the 

■quantities Y/ Y/.~- , say the last four, may be permuted 

at will; xf may be replaced by any one of the other four. 

Hence ( 14) is either symmetric in two or more of the ~ 

or has five different values. 

Let v bg a rational function of five variables 

and let v take on the five values Trf Vf* Consider 

the function ^ V~ i if the variables X. be 

permuted in all possible ways, Y/ ^will always be equal to one 

of the following: 

^,mlr Tne number of different values of /, V is less tlie.n 

five. For, if it took on five different values, one could 

obtain 25 different values by intercnanging x f with "f l,t 

Since 25 is not a factor of 51 , this leads to a contradiction 

of Theorem III. Hence v can take on four diiferent values 

at the most if are permuted in all possible ways, 

and it is possible for it to take on 1,2,3, or 4 different value s. 

If the number of different values by denoted by m one has the 

following cases: 

1. m=l, v has the form (14) 

2. If mr4, the sum 'Vj -f V~L ^ -/ Vy is a function of the 

form (14), and 

-yy - tÇ-J-1vHi %-fK+irf^ 
IT a symmetric function minus a function of form (14) • 

J 
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. consequently v is of the form (14). , 

3i„m^2 î V~, -/ is a function of the form (14). Hence 

^ -f ^ - 'TV 
T< w -y n >,*' ^ X/3 -rrY 7/1 

If x J is successively interchanged with y^V/ ^V" the 

following equations result: 

■V-, i ve <?(?,) 

n -f Vi w C( fife) 

Vy-I ■/ - 

rV 1 IT, ^ 4 fry) 

in which v-2,3,4,or 5. If m = 2, 

'/^// &(*<■) 
this is impossible since ^/V/has five different values. 

If m -3 

nr, i rt -- (f tv,)^ i K - 

whence ) ]T j 't 7. This, again is 

impossible, since the right side has more than five values. 

In the same way it follows that v ^ 4, Hence m 4= 2. 

4. Ifm-3, r,^ -f ITj and 

r>ri vt. = C-i 
trt vn i 

each has five values. Hence m-^3. 

The result of these considerations is the theorem: 
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Theorem VI. Any rational function of five independent 

variables, this function talcing on five different values at 

most, has the form 

r-„ -t r, K-f Ï-/ -Ty 

rhere ^b| rn ^  and are STmimetric functions of the 

independent variables, arid x is. any one of the variables. 

From the equation 

'K i T, 7 y ^ x 
r& y3/^ y * *ir 

the following expression for x may be deduced: 

X" -1 St iT-t s.r1-/ S-^V-^-fSyT^ 
in Y’hich the Syp are symmetric functions of the independent 

variables. 

If v is a r-tional function vhich possesses m different 

values, the equation 

.m 

(v-v,)(y-r^}-. fr-V^,)-= 

Ÿ» f/ lr~t /t V-t -■ -/ c/'m-f V y v' io 
may be set up, the co-efficients being symmetric functions of 

the v’s and hence of the independent variables. Sumose 'that 

the m different values of v are roots of an equation of lower 

decree, say of degree j^s : 

<15) 10 y tf jr y tL ir
L -f - ^ ^ ^ -f 

Then (15) may be written in the form 

C0 Y Cf nr j —j(-y- fir- vjJP 

IT Û 

If the variables be permuted, 
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rb^ (^-n)/Z 
t0-i c, v~-f - ~f r - (y-'Ki) /j 

^ -tv*' - (v--vm) 

Hence FT) t since each '1/~i is a factor of (15) . 

This permits the statement of the 

Theorem VII. If a rational function of several indepen¬ 

dent variables takes on m different values, an equation of 

decree m, having these m values as roots. and symmetric functions 

of the independent variables as co-efficients. can be set up: 

futilerrnore, it is impossible to find an equation of lover degree 

having these m values as roots, or one or more of them as roots. 

IV. 

Proof of the Impossibility of the General Solution of the 

Equation of the Fifth Degree. 

The foregoing words enables one to state the 

Theorem VIII. It is impossible to hive a general algebraic 

solution of the general equation of the fifth degree. 

The result^of theorem II is that every algebraic quantity 

which enters into the expression of a root can be expressed 

rationally in terms of the roots. 

Since it is impossible to express any root rationally 

in terms of the co-efficients, there must exist expressions 

of the form 
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z?7^ = 

/ 

in the algebraic expression of the roots. R is a rational 

function of the roots, m a prime number, while v is a rational 

function of the roots. From the last equation one infers the 

equation 

This equation is irreducible, and v has m different values. 

Since v is a function of the five roots of the equation 

(17) a. 0 1- ' -f -f a-ç y iOLs---0 

the number of different values v^hich it has as a result of the 

permutation of these quantities is a divisor of 5i (It is 

to be observed that (17) has 5 distinct roots, since otherwise 

the problem of solving (17) could be reduced to that of solving 

equations of lower decrees.) Hence since m is prime, m-2. 

7> or 5. By the work of section III, Theorem IV in particular, 

m — 3 is ruled out. Consequently m — 2 or 5. 

Then, from the preceeding section, if m 5, 

From th.s expression, one deduces (see work of Section II) 

(16) 0 

* . - / 

hence 

values, and the left side only 5, one has a contradiction 

Consequently, m -2, and 
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m-- z6 H 7 ^ 
"by Theorem Y; p and q are symmetric functions, while 

(y^'W(rx,-rr-)f x^- Ks) 
fryVy)CrJ~7i) 

fay* 

Hence, if x, and x^are interchanged, 

-OT 
from this equation 

P - o , f7f --7 s 

One sees from this that every first order algebraic expression 

that appears in the root is of the form 

of -i p> /J-*- -- up s 
in v/hich and (2> are symmetric functions. 

Again, since it is impossible to express the roots in terms 

of algebraic functions of the first order, there must exist 

functions of the form 

^~j/ cÿ {3 fT~ =- 

in Y/hich ft 0 j m is a prime number, °( andy(J are sym¬ 

metric functions, and v is a rational function of the roots. 

From this expression one obtains two values 
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'y, - Vov/ y?- 

r-t yi -J 

-- K. 

I . «- - ^ 
v and. v^ being rational functions. The function <V "ft ^ is 

a symmetric function; likewise. is a symmetric 

function^ for^ if it were not, m = 2 because of the foregoing 

reasoning. Then T/_- ifcpffi KP , and v accordingly has four 

values. This is impossible, by Theorem V. 

If 

Y - nY of'-p'-s*'' 

Y 
'V*! Y - V" / 'K" - 

2^ 
/ 

'v7+try. 
; YîTYPn7 

-- T7T 
77f 

v 

n/ltyarh i Z3 

ni Y ^ 
-t — /? 

/? 
If fV -- 

_L- 
O '77 

placing: /V ‘by* 

* /? 

ft/~yy denote the values of obtained by re- 

< /? *, * */? *’, OY
a'— 

L~ 

-f 4 -f / - & 

m-i M-i- 

°1 -f 4 

the equation 

(1«) 

Z/>- P>)(■ t3-f*l - - - fp-pn,)-- 
m 

P — A Y /-*. /<? 

lias syminetric functions oi* t/110 r* oots of* (1*7) Q,S co-^Bf^ficisrit/S* 

n?~f sJ > w-i- 
-/ p     o 
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since these co-efficients are by their construction, rational 

functions of the co-efficients of (17). The.equation (18) 

is irreducible, and, as a result of Theorem VII, considered 

a function of the root of (17), has m different values. Hence 

m — 5 and 

yL = / ?7 7 -i a 7i ^ R YR W nr 
= Z3 

whence 

v- J; A y /> v y zV ^ z 
y If p be replaced by f\ * ~f 

T-- Co -+v,/?% C„ -f Ç R *-/ cr R 

when CP, are rational functions of R and of the co¬ 

efficients of (17). Prom the last equation one obtains (Sention 

y 

II) : 

(19) t, Z y C />' 
tj'Vy s) *( -f 4 i ! - o 

p '= c, R 

R ' C "Z? 

The expression /? is of the form 
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U. -t u'fT* 

Hence 

(20) 

This is an equation of the tenth degree in p ^and thus allows 

p7 10 values which satisfy (20). However the right side of 

(19).allows p7 120 different values. Hence, "by Theorem VTX, 

there exists a contradiction. Thus is proved the Theorem VII*. 

It follows that it is impossible to solve algebraically 

equations of a higher degree than the fourth. 

In connection with section II, it may be said of the equation 

(1) to -f fr, 2- -t -f CTf,-, ’Z^-O 

that is is irreducible in the "field of rationality". 

/r Ch A»> 
Hence it has no root in common with the equation 

if all of the co-efficients of the latter equation do not vanish. 

This vanishing of the co-efficients, demands that 

JI fz - :, 
°l — / - O 

since 

to 

Since this is i possible. Thus the assumption that all 

the *j*io not vanish leads to a contradiction. 

That cannot be a rational function of p,7^,r,--r is 

plâin from the definition of ^; 

5"- t>~- à 
IfSee ÏViîijfe, Lehrbuch der Âîgebrâ, vol IS page 354. This will 
hereafter be referr*</to as Lehrbuch I, vol II as Lehrbuch II. 
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Part II 

The Reduction of the Pifth Degree Equation to a One Parameter 

Pom. 

Although an algebraic solution of the equation 

(l) TÇ-t v -t AJ i a> av x /4>5-= o 

is impossible, it is possible to reduce (1) to forms involving 

only one arbitrary parameter instead of the five aà, a,, az, 

a^, ay, ap in equation (l). These one parameter forms are 

closely connected with the finite groups belonging to the regular 

solids, and with the elliptic functions. In the remainder of 

this paper, the solutions of thses one parameter forms will 

be assumed, and the problem of reducing (l) to a one parameter 

form will be considered. 

1. The "Hauptgleichung" or Principal Equation of Klein. 

It is possible, by means of the substitution 

-h ?£ 
A Vao 

to obtain from (l) an equation in which the second tern is 

lacking : 

(2) J. b -f /o /&b Ù 

where the accents have been dropped, and the co-efficients are 

taken in the binomial form. The a, b, c, and d are arbitrarily 

chosen parameters. The roots of (2) satisfy the relation 

(3) c^L>'i0i,~fc:(/r~foiù~/iJjy=O 

If a-0, the five roots of (2) also satisfy the relation 

U) off 1 4,"-i 

Prom this it is seen that the roots lie on the surface defined 
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(5) -t yf -f ^ X» -t ïy - ° 
on a three dimensional space R . Since x is always equal to 

^ 7 

the negative sum of the first four, it is sufficient to consider 

only the latter, which then can he considered as ordinary 

homogeneous co-ordina.tes. The surface thus defined hy (5) 

has been named the "Hauptfl^ibe" or çanonical surface by 

Klein.# 

The instrument used in reducing (2) to a cononcial equation 

is the Tlschinhausen Transformation taken in the Hermitic form:/ 

(s) T nDfr3lA/ 

/T (*i -- y 
AT fr) - X V / * 
ATfy) ~ 

(x) - X ^ -i /0 A x C~f /° A / -/■ ?</ 

In the case of a general equation of the n th degree, 

the Tschinhausen Transformation 

f r Cn,u A (fi) / Z„_3 ft*-/-*- -- + £>> fZ-> frj 

# Klfein) "IC JE3 cfQ,./T Zj Lh. ~-e" , page 180. 
/ Lehrbuch X, page 165; Lehrbuch II, page 138; TCeber, I, page 261. 

*7 ^ f ; <£* / /-ec tGc/ M^tr/rs 
met y» f nr,   - . 
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affords a resolvent 
n / n-, /?-i 

(V) i -t b^Ÿ ib <f .+ - - -/■ A, " ° 

The co-efficient of the second t rm of this equation satisfies 

the relation # ^ 

(7) - % b^- 

when the °IL are the roots last given equation (7'). The ex¬ 

pression on the right of (7), known as the "Bezo4ti4nte" of 

(7), must vanish if the term involving the (n - 2) power of the 

variable is to vanish» 

In the case of equation (2), the quadratic equation 

(8) /4/T^.y /f/v.7, 
must vanish if the term lOax is to fall out of the transformed 

equation. Three of the t • may he selected subject to the con¬ 

dition that not all three are zero. Hence, the simplest quad- 

} 

ratio is obtained by taking t 

constant, say. 10a. Then 

0, tj= 0, and t ^equal to a 

and 

(9) 

v; --- c3 

2L. (t3 4; -f t°* ( 4ifV4.)) = û 

If the left side is expanded and the power sums of the are 

replaced by^the co-efficients of (2), the result is the follow¬ 

ing equation 

(10) 
fc> T -ffoou(C~C^^ C> 

# Lehrbuch I, page 180 
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and 

(11) C - ~ /$ b ^£ fey#. *-</**-<L~f9jb‘ 

Since the a, h, and c are regarded as independent variables, 

the radicand is not the square of a rational expression of these 

quantities. Hence, the theorem: 

The general equation (2) is. after the irrationality 

is adjoin^to the field of rationality K(R.a/ b j c), able 

to be carried into the form 

us) J/z-° 

by means of the 1sQhihnhausen transformation 

■y.1-- ~t K -j 

The radical (12) is an "accessory”# irrationality of 

(2), since it is not a rational expression of the roots of 

(2). 

By "adjunction" of t/j- ?*-<-/ fS1' to K(R / a, b, c) 

is me#$t that the new body ft'- ) is forme<i 

by constructing by means of rational operations &~>7 ^ ^ 

CL, b/C-j ^3 ~ *71> J aii possible combinations of these 

quantities. This aggregate forms the body K’. / 

The sign of the root (11) is arbitrary. 

2. Two gets of dgraynical Equations as 

#Lehrbuch I, page 380 
/Lehrbuch I, page 354 
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If the primes be neglected,, equation (13) may be written 

(14) %6 -h /0 b X V3“e -y +*/-- O 

the associated 3?. (x) are: 
/T 

F~b (XI-- Y 

/“ ty> -- 

(x/ r 7^y ^ 6 
t 9c. 

The question to be decided is, is it possible to set up 

a T!sehijmhausen transformation 

(is) <r5 Ft(*HKf7fa-t 
c, Ffc) yt, P/*; 

so that the transformed equation is a cononical equation? 

The co-efficient 10a* of the third power of the unknown 

in the transformed equation is equal to one half of the Bez- 

ontiante, or 

(16) 

(17) 

- X o ^ 
c /J 

t-i 'f/c ; <, /r j 

Be n _ /3^ t- 
f 

3~/r 

Oj / 2- J.‘ 

V ^eiug the solutions of (14). By utilizing the 

fact that the Be,-are symmetric functions of the r oots of (14) 

these hare the values: 
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(18) 

B0a-~ M) tfor-s°bc 

B,r !xob
% 

B 0i_~ 
/B*a= 

ù 

Since the discriminant of (14) is equal to the discrim¬ 

inants jfic/f I of the Bezontiante multiplied by 5, the follow¬ 

ing result is obtained: The discriminant D_of the canonical 

equation (24) is given by 

D- 
-/ i & c.5 ~t ^ y3"& bô4 

— x / C> o bYC) 

The transformation (15) is now taken in the form 

(so) x'-_ C 
where 

(21) 

and 
V- * > C-~S71 

K to - 3 x 
T-*. r, F(t) -n~o ht -- i?~F> (22) 
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It will be the puppose of the present work to define 

so that the transformed equation is a canonical equation, re¬ 

gardless of the values of C and S • 

The condition? tô be satisfied is 

(23) if (t $(<**) + 
Hence, the J~c must be so chosen that 

/T-Ù 

(24) ^ (b] £ £(%) ^Ky-o 
/,r~-à 

ûz) £ [ Ÿ’&rï]6 

The equation (24a) is clearly satisfied, because 6£ (17), and 

the fact that ^33 = ^ • From (24b) and (24c) are obtained 

the conditions 

(25) 

1 y -+ 71 ^ o 

B°ol-y 1 &>t_ 7;*- 

^ 1 ~7/ 71 / ^ y 
t ^ /3»,7~u 7; --o 

kor the sake of brevity the following symbols are introduced; 
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3 D O -f O "7^ V Ô *7^ ' /^6 

y B, / 7-/ y > 

Boa7-. -l -* fi„X - & 

The result is that the equations (25) become: 

z' y /ô/3 7; -i o 

<26) / /it 7-u 1 A, y. + ^ ° 

(27) 

The undefined quantity is introduced such that 

( BVA'T* 

and the second equation (26) may be replaced by (27). 

The equation (27) is solved by assuming 

(28) 

^ 6 y Æ.s £ 4 / T4 43 
r * î 

Æ. y T-, /3ia - 

This assumption is admissible because of the undefined value of 

• Thus <S denotes a quantity to be determined. 
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The three equations (28) and the first equation of (26) 

give the equations: 

^ Boo ~f B, t, ~t Bfo'yL ‘3J(,?5 = o 
Ho/7o -/G>n~y, -f(/ix,-6)yt i 

S0iTo -i (R.JG)!, -t G^X -t o 
(29) 

/ 

13 D1> Î»-/ 6,i ?, i G>xi 1~L o 

The necessary condition that this system of equations lave a 

set of solutions "y^ "jjL not aH of which a,re 

zero is: 

BP n, Il G ,<y L. O ?>o 

Bo, G,, A j6 / 
(30) B 

O 2- 

Bo 

PJ 6 & 

B 

fb 

û 

- o 
L. 

This equation is a pure quadratic, since interchanging the rovs 

and columns does not affect it, as 3t „ -- Ar c' . Since 

for 6-01 the left side of (30) "becomes the Bezij^tiante, the 

equation for ($ is 
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and, consequently 

This solution for permits the solution of the equations 

(29), either value "being taken. The are equal to certain 

minors of the equations (30), and belong to the field of ration- 

are parameters at one’s disposal. 

These results are summarized in the theorem: 

After the adjunction of the square root of the diserim- 

insnt. multiplied by î>, of. the equation (14), or o£ the original 

equation (2), one can construct by means of the transformation. 

(20) two sets of Tschirhhaus resolvents for the canonical equation 

(14) which are again canonicial equations; each set is character¬ 

ized by the sign given to B. 

In the radical f$~D f /""£) is a "natural" irrationality;# 

i.e., it belongs to the Ga'/ais body ( of0 f the 

equation (14). On the contrary is a numerical accessory 

irrationality, i.e., one which is used in the solution of the 

equation. For, if were a natural irrationality, it would 

belong to the alternating group ^ ù , and by the theorem of 

L^range/ it would satisfy the relation 

, while the Cr and : 

#Lehrbuch I, page 380; Lehrbuch II, page 145. 
/Lehrbuch I, page 391. 
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where R is a rational function with rational co-efficients. 

Comparison with equation (19) shows that is then and only 

then a natural irrationality of (14) when 

3 ü è c X - 6 V°b c ^ Z * 3 * * 6 

is the square of a rational expression of b fa V with rational 

numerical co-efficients. For arbitrary b,c,d thiso is in 

general not the case, and the statement is proven. 

3. The Bring Equation 

In the preceeding section, it was shown that two sets of 

cononical equations could be constructed from (14). If it be 

required that an equation in which the second power of unknown 

does not occur, the following cubic must be solved for the 

ratio t: Vs 
(31) ZT C t f sit fy)J ^ Û 

The co-efficients of this equation belong to the body of numbers 

( ^(<7 ^ fa'■•) , where R is the set of rational numbers. 

The result of the solution of (31) is the Bring equation 

(32) 
/ ^ 

X i S' c X ^ -7 fz b 
Hence to obtain the Bring equation, a cube root must be adjoined 

to the body (R/bfat 

The resolvent (32) may be changed through the linear 
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substitutions 

(33) 

to the f orm 

(34) 

I'-/*'*, ^ ~ 

c - 
y _ .i— (A*/) - o A z^/r 

c/ 
/ / 

j- y (> c' 

which as a Bring equation with the one parameter K. 

Since (34) can he solved transeendtally #, and the solution 

of the Tschimhausen resolvent (34) enables the roots of the 

original equation to be calculated, a first solution of the general 

quintic equation is obtained. 

Thus, the solution of the general equation of the fifth 

degree consists of the algebraic reduction of the general 

equation with its five undetermined co-efficients to the one 

parameter equation (34), which can be solved transeendtally. 

Hermite/ was the first to use the Bring equation as a 

resolvent. However, his resolvent is not the same as (34), 

but is built in a complicated manner out of the Jacobi integral 

moduli K and K’. 

The disadvantage of the Bring method lies in the compli-. 

cated form of the cubic equation (31). Although is has been 

solved by Cayley}, the solution is so cumbersome as to render 

#Lehrbuch II, page 116. 
/Hermite: "Sur la resolution de 1’equation du cinquième degre", 
C.R.,Tome 46, 1858. 
{Cayley: "On Tschimhausen’s Transformation," Philos. Trans., 
1861, or Collected Works, Vol. 4. 
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the Bring method practically useless. 

However it is possible, without the solution of a cubical 

equation, i.e., without going beyond the body 

to construct a won parameter resolvent for the general quintic 

equation. The proceedure ia due to Gordon#, and will be given 

in the next section. 

4• Diagonal Eauation_of the 'Fifth Degree, with One Parameter, 

The five Systems of five quantities each 

f 
<35> §{°t'$-(*0 c-- a, 'A,1/?. 

are linearly dependent, since the five romed determinant con¬ 

structed from thses quantities vanishes, the sum of the elements 

in each column is equal to zero. Accordingly, there exist five 

numbers L, M, H, m, and n, not all of which are zero, such thht 

"7M J~ ft:/ t K 

There are five such equations, one for each root of (14). 

In order to calculate L, M, N, m and n, one can expand 

the terms of (36), remove cf f A .^ ^-^and Hi *y 
L / ^ C * C 

means of (14), and obtain a fourth degree equation having five 

roots. Since the roots are assumed to be distinct, the 

co-efficients of this fourth degree equation must be zero. 

(36) 

#Gordon "Uber Glenhungen fünften Grades", (1886), Math. Ann., 
Bd. 28. 
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Two of these co-efficients are 

(37) 

Myt iN (3 e 7; v b 7; 7; -f Tx ^)- h% -- o 

Mr, i /v (- V r/ _ % i. 7-. 7; -t L b'Y,1)-'*?, ' o 

Prom these equations, the ratioB of, say M and H to n may he 

determined, and hence ¥, U and n determined so as to belong to 

the body - (fL, b C /To) 
Besides the equation (37) there are three others. One 

of them is dependent on (37), because of (25), while the re¬ 

maining two express L and m in terms of M, IT, and n, and hence 

as quantities belonging to /f = ( K / b, c, </, ^o) 
The expression _ 

(38) L $* + M / f- " 

is now considered as a quadratic form in two independent var¬ 

iables (j) . This form (38) may be represented as an ag¬ 

gregate of two quadratic terms in various ways. A definite 

one of these representations will be taken as the Tschirnhausen 

transfromation to which (14) is subjected. In order to deter¬ 

mine this form, and ~pr/'z.rA taken as new independent var¬ 
iables, and the identity _ . 

H (L $ “7 M $ 'tf' it )(L 1 /vy/^/vy-J 
» rxL à / 

_3 -g'-r-y 

(39) 
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(41) 

where 3 A is the disiriminant 

(40) 

of the quadratic form (38) 

At this point, the following substitutions are made 

§ ' -- r? , 

- 7 h>hn~ A7m ^r ^ Ni'n 
where k and 1 are two quantities belonging to C, &/ C;c/; fS') 
The determenant is denoted by £ i 

( 42 ) n - -l hn = 3 

By reason of (41) the first parenthesis in (39) becomes 

JL> - Mnm /Vni - cf 
and (39) becomes _ _ _ ) 

(43) 2 s (l # V^4> ÿ~ / 

(A $ -tJ-f-f- 3 A (mj+nfj 

If and again have their original meanings, the 

desired Tschirnhausen transformation is defined by the relation 

(44) 
A !$ fr) -f Jjp fic. / 

$fX) i n 

where S~£0 • 

This transformation (44), when applied to (14), yields 

the equation 

(45) X' S ^ 
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Two other fifth degree equations of which the roots are 

L 
(46) Pc - 

aée now introduced. ^^ , in terms of the roots of (14) is 

(47) 
(3 ~ ^ i n lF~frO 
' L /F $ fa) -t-Jf—fc)! (m 

If in (43), (jf and'ÿ'hare the meanings ^(^K) and 

again, the parenthetical expression on the left may he repàaced 

hy its equal [tr> i j) , and the right side broken 

up into the product of two linear factors. 

/ t 

Hence 

2. &(fn £ fai} ■+ n 

X I (‘ft ) ifZLim $(<OHn 

and consequently 

(48) 

sequeri uxy 

1 = hr +J- Jpfo'/ 
7" f5Â(fh r(«f!f 

This equation whows that the first and second power sums of the. 

jSi vanish. Hence the equations of which the ^ are roots 

are canonical equations. 
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As a result of this, the equation (45) is converted by 

either of the transformations 

ë / /5Â" 
into the equation # ., _ /—: \ ^ f 

(% T U'&l J ifth) + 
in which, after ordering the terms, the term of the first and 

second degrees drop out* The co-efficients a', b', c', d’, 

are determined by the equations 

+!<fb'A „ 
f 3A -i ‘Td'A f Bb'fiA -tc'- (5 

if these are pairwise added and subtracted, 

* - ' />. , // 

(49) 

7 A + / f b z\ O 
3 *'A -f c, a 
4 7^= o, ? «'A O 

hence a1 — 0, b’ = , c* •=. 0, d* - *7 

Then, if it is assumed that <£0 / £) , and 

that special equations are excluded, the result of thses con¬ 

siderations may be stated: 

The canonical equation (14) is after the ad.iunction _of 

f SJZ) , through the Tschirnhausen transformation (44) transformed 

into the "diagonal equation" 

jT " /A A w'S (50) X /ù .Ay*-/. ? 5 yj y sc - o 

v
n
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which, through the further substitution __ 

^ -y , =- (81) "X g A" ' ' <3*- 
becomes a Sne parametered diagonal equation 

(52) 

The values ér ~ °, ^~ûlead to excluded cases, i.e., to 

special forms of the fifth degree equation. 

5. The General* Equation of the Fifth Degree and Partial 

Résolvants of the Icosohedral Equation. 

In connection with the icosohedral group there exist the 

two absolute invariants# 

% C i,, V - *, 9'/Û) 
2, S~ S S~ <.j 

(53) 

/ y t O. /D _ /O 6 \ 

  / o d o 5~i ^ *2) ^ ) 

where and J^are homogeneous co-ordinatea. 

Furthermore, there exists in connection with the icosohedral 

group the equation/ of the sixtieth degree 

; - /Tl( Z(2 ,aX ?/X ^ 
(54) 

b L t~) ^7 /V - h or-?7 o<3<?r>eouS f- <#£>/(?. 

#Lehrbuch II, page 52. 
/Lehrbuch II, page 56. 
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This equation is known as the icosahedral equation and permits 

of a transeendtal solution. 

Two resolvents of this equation are# — 

fwj-*- f o 
(55) jfb) 4 8 (2-F-9--0 

If in the equation (50)   

(56) A~ 

it is seen that the roots of (50) have the same relation to the 

parameter,}^ and'-fi’, as do the quantities Jy of the equation (55a). 

Thus a second method for the solution of the general 

quintic is demonstrated. It consists of the algebraic trans¬ 

formation of the general equation of the fifth degree to the 

form (50) by means of repeated Tschinnhausen Transformations, 

and of the transcendental solution of (55a) by means of modi/lar 

functions/. This method is due to Brioschi fl. 

By making the substitutions 

(57) ^ef - “Z-7 , * ' £Tg 

equation (31) is reduced to (55b), which can also be solved by 

means of elliptic modular functions. 

6. In the foregoing sections methods of reducing the gen¬ 

eral equation of the fifth degree to a resolvent having only 

#Lehrbuch II, page 62. 
/jjehrbuch II, page 98. 
ÜBrioschi's "Sul Metodo di Kronecker per la rizaluzione delle e 
quinte grado", 1858; Atti di Tnstitido Lonbardo. 
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one parameter, have been discussed in detail. However, for the 

sake of not causing this paper to he unduly long, only the 

essential results of some other investigations of the general 

fifth degree equation will he given. 

Klein has given two methods of demonstrating that the 

canonical equation 

(58) = û 

has the icosahedral equation as its resolvent. Since the 

icosahedral equation can he solved hy means of elliptic modC/lar 

functions, these two methods furnish two modes of solution of 

the general quintic. 

In the first method#, the fO and a prime fifth root 

of unity are adjoined to the body (R,b,c,d). The resolvent 

obtained is the sixtieth degree icosahedral equation: 

(59) 4>Ch /)' Rib, c, //-' b 
The second Klein method/ , the canonical equation (58) 

has as its resolvent the Jacobi equation of the sixth degree 

(60) (k- À) U- V A) *-/-/o A)'* 

- /17 (2 - A) 7 5~ fsC—A M) - 0 

in which Z^-^Xand M are the invariant forms of the ternary 

icosahedral group &ibol these forms may he expressed rationally 

in terms of the co-efficients of the given equation, and the 

square root//) of the dis iriminant D. 

#Lehrhuch II, pg 153. ' Klein*Lectures on the Icosahedron" 
London, ÏT13, page 267. 

/Lehrbuch II, page 159. 
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The equation (60) was reduced by Kronicker $o j»he form 

(6i) ^ / *JV ^ — /V5Z~y\__ ~ ù 

this form is a resolvent of the icosahedral equation, and con¬ 

sequently can be solved in terms of modilar functions. 

Thus is still another method won for the solution of the 

general equation of the fifth degree. 

7. KronCcker’s Theorem#. 

Kronficker, in 1861, stated that it is impossible to trans¬ 

form the general equation of the fifth degree to a one parameiened 

form with the use of natural irrationalities alone. 

This result for the fifth degree equation is a special 

case of a more general theorem: 

Theorem. A general equation of degree ms.5 can 

not have a rational resolvent with only one parameter. 

By a natural irrationality is meant a rational function of 

the moôts 1ofrthe given equation of the m-th degree. Hence if 

a one parametered resolvent is to be obtained, accessory irration¬ 

alities must be adjoined to the function body   

the given equation. 

The above theorem was given without proof by Krorécker 

in 1861, as has been mentioned. Klein gave the first proof./ 

#Monatsberichte des Berlin Akadera:ûrl861; Lehrbuch II, page 
171. 

/Collected Works^11,page 379. 
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(1) 

Matrices and Their Application In the Quantum Theory. 

In 1925, Heisenberg published a paper on a new system of 

quantum kinematics and mechanics} this paper has led to the 

extraordinary development of the quantum theory of the last 

three years* Up to the time of the publication of this paper, 

the quantum theory had postulated the existence of stationary 

states in the atom, these states being calculated by the use 

of the classical]mechanics and selected by the use off the quan¬ 

tum conditions satisfied by the action variables of that theory. 

In Heisenberg^ theory, the equations have the same form as in 

the classical theory, but the variables no longer satisfy the 

commutative law of multiplication, i. e., xy is in general no long¬ 

er equal to yx; the quantum conditions of the older theory are 

replaced by conditions which enable the difference xy-yx to be 

calculated, and*-these conditions involve Planck's constant h. 

The work which led directly to the formulation of the new 

quantum mechanics was that of Kramers and Helsenbergton dispersion. 

They worked out the theory of the absorption and scattering of 

radiation by an atom regarded as a multiply periodic system of 

the classical theory, perturbed by the incident radiation. The 

result involved the orbital frequencies and amplitudes, and was 

translated,' by the use of Bohr's correspondence principle, into 

one involving the experimentally observable magnitudes, the 

^Heisenberg: "liber Quantentheoretische Umdeutung kinematischer und 
mechanlscher Beziehung" Zeit. fur Phys., vol. 33» S. 879» 1925. 

/ Heisenberg und Kramers: Zeit. fur Phys., vol. 31» S. 681, L925. 



(2) 

frequencies and amplitudes of the spectral lines emitted by the 

atom* 
Now the orbital frequencies and amplitudes are quantities 

which will probably never be observed experimentally. Consequent¬ 

ly, Heisenberg sought to develop a system of quantum mechanics 

in whose formulae there would appear only the experimentally ob¬ 

servable frequencies and amplitudes of the spectral lines. The 

result was the application of matrices to quantum mechanics. 

The mathematical analysis was worked out in two papers, one by 

Bom and Jordan^ and a second by Bom, Heisenberg, and Jordant" 

The novel feature of their work is an operation on matrices 

and functions of matrices analogous to the differentiation of 

ordinary functions. 

At about the same time, Dirac//made the discovery that the 

formulae of the new mechanics could be constructed by using 

the Poisson-Jacobi bracket expressions of the classical mecha¬ 

nics. The advantage of this method lay in the fact that the ma¬ 

trix differentiation, with its attendant complications, was a- 

voided. 

It is the purpose of this paper to give the mathematical 

aspects of this new quantum mechanics. Both the Heisenberg 

matrix theory, and the Dirac theory will be discussed. 

^ Bom and Jordan: " Zur Quantenmechanik", Zeit. fur Phys.,Vol. 

34, 1926, page858.Wlll be hereafter referred to as Q.M.I. 

Bom, Jordan, and Heisenberg: "Zur Quantenmechanlk II",Zeit. fur 

Phys.,Vol.35,1926, page 557.Will be referred to as Q.M.II. 

// P. A. M. Dirac, Proceedings Royal Society of London, A, Vol,109, 

1925,page 642. 



(3) 

l.The Introduction of Matrices by Analogy with the Classl- 

"fr 
cal Mechanics . 

The Rydberg-Ritz combinatin principle Is fundamental 

to the following developments. It can be stated: The wave number 

of any spectral line is the difference of those of two other 

spectral lines for a given subject. Otherwise stated, there can 

be associated with a given substance a set of terms Tn such that 

the frëquèncy V(nm) of a given spectràl line is the difference of 

two terms of the set T » i. e., 
h 

where the V(nk), y (km)» and ^(ni) are observed frequencies 

in the spectrum* 

and its associated amplitude and phase, are among the principal 

observed quantities* According to the classical theory, these 

frequencies together with their amplitudes and phases were ob¬ 

tained from the Fourier series development which described the 

motion of the radiating system. For example, consider a system 

of one degree of freedom, say an oscillating electron vibrating 

about a position of equilibrium rectilinearly. Its displacement 

from the position of equilibrium is, according to the classical 

mechanics, given by the Fourier series 

in which n is a cnnstant and 7- is the vibration number. The 

^Heisenberg; Mathematlsche Annalen, Vol.95» 1926, page 683. 
after referred to as Q*M«) 

In optical work, the frequency of a given radiation 

7^ 
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individual terms atf the series involve the frequencies and 

their amplitudes anf idiases. Hence, on taking into considera¬ 

tion the Rydberg-Ritz combination principle, it would seem that 

an actual description atomic phenomena, as manifested in the 

spectrum, demands that the Fourier terms (3) be replaced by 

expressions of the type 

(3) mn,rv)e.xlriV(h‘m}t 

A sum of such terms does not, on experimental bases, seem to be 

justified. The question of the mode of combining the quantities 

(0) must be left open; the import of the quantities (3) is then 

expressed thus: 

The totality ; 

(¥) X : ('l(.nm)e. 
of the quantities (4), for all positive integral values of m 

and n, will?, in the new quantum kinematics, correspond to the 

displacement x of the classical theory. 

This statement requires that a calculus analogous to 

that for the classical quantities of the type x be constructed 

for the quantum quantities (5)« In building this system of cal¬ 

culation, Heisenberg used analogies to the classical mechanics 

as far as possible, since the classical theory of conditionally 

periodic systems has accounted for so much of quantum phenomena. 

He sought to retain all that was good in the old theory, and to 

supplement this by a new system of kinematics. 

Suppose ! that a second periodic quantity y associated 

the oscillating electron, say the distance of the electron from 

a fixed point in space, be considered. The quantity y can be 

represented as a Fourier series 

(?) yto*) - Zjf- 
17 i V(n)' 7“-<" 
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Since frequencies, amplitudes, and phases are the principal 

quantities tobe observed in connection with y, one concludes 

that y will be represented in the new quantum kinematics by 

the totality of expressions 

fc) y : 
In general, if a classical quantitybelonging to a 

system of any number of degrees of freedom can be developed in a 

Fourier series, it will have an analogue 

It) Z:( 
in the new quantum theory. 

The first question relative to these quantum quantities 

(5), (7)# (8) is, what is the meaning of multiplication and ad¬ 

dition? That is , if x and y are classical quantities develop¬ 

able in Fourier series, what are the analogues of x y and xy in 

the quantum kinematics of Heisenberg? It is reqired that no new 

frequencies (nm) be introduced by these operations. 

This question is answered in the relations 

x+ y : x V 
in which 

(f$] U+y) {nm)e*tVl/,n7i^ JJL(nm) f y (nm)J e
x77L 

H) y(hn)) t 

/r-6 

The relation (9) is obvious, while (10) follows in analogy to 

the corresponding classical formula and because of (l). The 

factor e'M’lW is common to all the totalities which be- 
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long to the same atomic system; for the sake of simplicity, it 

may be omitted and the foregoing results collected into the for¬ 

ma It 1 plication are the same as those by which matrices are com¬ 

bined. Hence, the quantum theoretical quantities (i^O, (£), and 

{7> may be regarded as square matrices containing an infinite num¬ 
ber of terms. As is known from the theory of matrices, the dis¬ 

tributive and associative laws hold for muIt1pHcat1oni 

commutative law does hold, X and Y will be said to be inter¬ 

changeable, or permutable. 

mulae: 

III) (X-tYUnm) =■ 'Ur)rr>) + g-(hm) 

It is to be noticed that these rules for addition and 

In general, the commutative law is not true:^Çy|ryy( ; the re¬ 

quirement xy-Yleads back tô 'the classical theory. If the 

the re 

The matrix defined by 

is called the unit matrix, and has the property 

Xl-X±. 

The reciprocal of the matrix X is defined by 
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(ID r'x = xy'-i, 
By the mean value of a matrix X is meàntkthe matrix 

'x for which the diagonal terms are the same as those of X, 

while all other terms are equal to zero: 

07) L*an>*cnm)) 
The sum of the diagonal elements of X will be called 

the diagonal sum of X, and will be denoted by 

(IS) D[X) 
From (10) it follows that if the diagonal sum of a 

product is finite, it is not altered by a cyclic Interchange 

of the factors of the product; i. e., if X=X,XxX^ X^, 

[n) DCl,K-A„)-- Dari/-7n^i-;N|j 
This may be proven for aproduct of two factors, and then 

this result is extended to the general case. 

The matrices of the quantum theory have the time t 

as a variable in each element, since the factor 6^^ 

understood in each element. The time derivative X—dX/dt 

will be defined by the matrix 

, * , . . , i7jt v(hm)t\ (a.0) X = Ctinm)2 771 vinm)e. Jj 
If a product XX of two matrices is taken, 

c/ ot ft 
and, as a result, 

a 

XY+ xy 



Repeated application of ill ) yields 

%h)z X, Xj ‘X„^ X, " 
There is now sufficient material available for the 

definition of functions of matrices. By a function 

of the matrices Xt, Xv,--- X^ is to be understood a sum com¬ 

posed of a finite or an infinite number of terms, each term 

being a power product of the matrix arguments X,, X.,- X., 
' »- n 

with a numerical coefficient. This function f is a matrix, since 

it is formed according to the laws of matrix addition and mul¬ 

tiplication. Thus, when the argument matrices are âôsigçiea,there 

is determined a matrix f. This definition of a matrix function 

is entirely similar to the definition of a point function. 

This section will be closed with the theorem : 

Any matrix equation 

ra. o 
remains true, if in each argument matrix the rows and columns 

are subjected to the same permutation. 

Since F( X(,XV, X^) is a matrix, the matrix equa¬ 

tion F(X|,X^> X^) 0 means that each element of F must be 0, 

by the definition of a zero matrix. 

It is sufficient for the proof of this theorem to 

show that if Xj, X^_are two matrices which go over into X *$ X^ 

as a result of the permututation, then 

Xj + XjrtX^Xj* * x'<xVr 

are true. The primes indicate the matrices arising out of the 

permutation. In this proof the permutation will be replaced by 

operations with permutation matrices.     

* G? rA. j.. 
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The permutation will be denoted by 

12 3 4* 

k k k k* 

With this ie associated the matrix 

P =(p(nm)) p(nm) = 1 for m - /f 
r 0 otherwise 

n 

The transposed matrix is 

"p-" Cp(nmJ) plnm) s 1 for n " 
r o otherwise 

The product of these matrices is, according to the mul¬ 

tiplication rule, 

PP*= ( 5*P(nk)*p(km) ) •= ( Sn m 
r J- 

A- 

since two factors p(nk) and p’(km) are simultaneously differ¬ 

ent from 0 only when k-/fck , i.e., when n?i, Hence P is the 
A m 

reciprocal of P: 

pp" 

îrp"1 

If A is an arbitrary matrix, 

**-(Z p(nk)a(knO — (aCk^m)) 

is a matrix which arises out of A through the permutation 
>? 

(?) 
of the rows, and likewise 

AP^r ^2. a(nk)p(km)Jc (aCn,^)) 

arises out of A through the application of the same permu¬ 

tation applied to the columns of A. The matrix originating 

frbm A by the succesive application of the same permutation 

to the rows and columns is thus given by 
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X= PAP'1 

From this It follows that 

and the proof of the theorem is completed. 

The significance of this theorem is that no definite order 

for the elements of the arguments is defined by a matrix equa¬ 

tion. 

Moreover, it is evident that a more general theorem, in 

which P is replaced by an arbitrary matrix B, is valid; i.e., 

a matrix equation is invariant with respect to transformations 

of the form , 

This general theorem is nt”true for matrix differential equa¬ 

tions as will be seen later. 

2*. Differentiation of Matrix Functions with Respect to 

the Matrix Arguments. The process of forming a matrix function 

from a given matrix function by a process similar in several 

respects to the ordinary differentiation was introduced by 

Bom and Jordan ; however, there are important differences. For 

examplè,1 the rules for differentiation of a product and a com¬ 

posite function no longer hold, because of the non-validity of 

the commutative law of multiplication. 

If f(X ,X ,*»**X. ) is a matrix function, it is by defini- 
i if 

tlon a sum of power products; hence, it is sufficient to de¬ 

fine the derivative for 

BAB. 

Q.M.I,Page 862 
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£ £ nliJzî 

Then, by definition, zz-js, Jlh x. w 
I ^ m-t'f / ^ ^ A T^= » nr-l 

Stated in words, this rule is: If the factors in the product 

are individually written ( X^=X,Xf X^XjXj, the derivative is 

formed by removing the factor X^ , and then multiplying the pro¬ 

duct of the factors which follow X , taken in their given order, 
/X 

by the product of the factors which precede X^., ; the order of the 

products is the same as the order in which the operations were giv¬ 

en. The sum of all such products is the partial derivative of the 

power product. Examples: 

y- *" "* 
yf|-- CO>0CV-+Or' 
V-- XXX,Xa x,x,x,x„+ x^,x,x,-t xx,x 

The definition is completed by the demand that 

a <A , zy. , 
3 K âK^+àX* 

This is evidently satisfied by the process described. 

A second type of matrix derivative was also given by 

Born and Jordan. It follows from the above given definition 

and the definition of the diagonal sum, and is symbolically 

3DC/) _ àX,mn) 
& i) 9 7.^nn,i > X, 

The expression on the right hand side is the mnth term of the 
dy matrix ax, 

The idea of matrix differentiation was brought into the 

new quantum theory by Bom and Jordan because the second type 
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of differentiation enabled them to construct the analogues of 

the Hamiltonian equations of the classical mechanics by a pro¬ 

cess suggested by the variation principle of the classical me¬ 

chanics. Since this method is not nearly so naturally to be in¬ 

troduced as that used by Dirac, it will not be considered in 

any more detail. 
iff 

5»Permutation Relations.The methods customary in the for¬ 

mer theory of conditionally periodic quantum problems can be _ * >r 

shortly sketched as follows: In accordance with the Hamllton- 

Jacobi mechanics, one sought to determine the angular variables 

wf, , for f degrees of freedom, and the corresponding 

action variables , ••.. .J^j the radiation pressure beittg 

neglected. It is a consequence of the theory of multiply per¬ 

iodic motion thattthe w_ are linear functions of the time: 

M'/t « C t 5 
and that the J are constants of the motion and satisfy the 

rf 
equations 

v - â-ti V 
in which H is the Hamiltonian function, which in this case 

is Independent of the time* 

The stationary states of thd atom were assumed to be com¬ 

pletely characterized by setting 

- ft l h ^ 
and, according to the Bohr correspondence principle, the fre¬ 

quency LJ /•/ 

.12?. 
h 

where H_ and H^are the energies of the stationary states, a - 
A) ni 

greed for high quantum numbers with the classical frequency 

. y . zj± 
y«~ 

 This correspondence will be used for the investigation of 

^ Q. M. ; feirt Ms<s C/* . "The /V<?kx Qu?/i tis/n 
Oitic./oe. cct. ' ' 



of the behavior of the quantum matrix XY YX for very large 

quantum numbers* The result will be the quantum conditions 

to which the quantities X and Y are subjected. The method is 

due to Dirac*and forms the natural mode of bringing in the quai - 

turn conditions. 

It is to be kept in mind that any quantity of the classi¬ 

cal mechanics developable in either a single or a multiple Four- 

ièrsseries has an analogue in the quantum mechanics of Heisen¬ 

berg, this analogue being represented by a matrix whose elements 

represent observable quantities* In particular, the coordinates 

and momenta of the classical theory have analogues which play 

formally similarly ole à in the quantum mechanics. 

Thus, on the classical theory, x,bthe analogue of X, is a 

function of q^q^»** • *q^, and p^ , p^, 

oped in a Fourier series; 
oO 

■ I^and can be devel- 

>-TT L (W'ftj 

or, more briefly; j 

-V- S’ w/j T\ L T! Ltd V)X T- 2,^ 7 

On the quantum theory, X Is the aggregate of terms 

X = C Xina^)eLvCv(n^J 
where x(n, n-<^) involves the amplitudes and phases of the ra¬ 

diation having the frequency (n,n~<^ ) due to a transition from 

a state characterised by the quantum numbers n, ,nA,« • • • *nje.to 

the stationary state the quantum numbers of which are n,-^, 

vd-* 
■ n - c( r V 

For large quantum numbers n, 

"KC^i11'4)~ 'X-Cl/'pS'J/ 

* DT4C aJi„f>a3e. /3,rrru£M ; /\,Q. ,y. 
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because of the correspondence principle. 

The (nm)th component of the matrix X£~YX is 

m)t {ftn/ffyfrrrt-pfi/tjxfrmfl eliri v(r>‘ 
Dirac considered its equivalent for large nr and m. This equivalent 

turns out to be 

j *(*,'*-<d . 

which is equal to 

Now (&/h) (n,n-«f )translates into Ï-Q,7* 

T > JL %(Jt,T>r) K
—-—~L-J "« 

where ^ is the change due to each n^becoming n3ince the 

n^are large, 

x(n,n-c() X(n-i,n-i-4 ) 

in which 1 is any integer small in comparison with the n . 

If tiiese results are utilized, ( Ï translates into ^ 

since V (n,n-d -ft ) translates, by the correspondence prin¬ 

ciple into 

fl.-vOV,ï ---1- c VA;* 
1 (clv)^y) 

Again the angle variable w^canonical to the action va¬ 

riable Z^ is w where éLis a phase constant. Hence 
*V fx r' r r 

9 
3(^*1 

4!vj 
”,vr v

v:tvn w «. c.v/4 j)s'tyv-m 
-à- {V</l,T?)e*v j àfiÇm.?'• ' /■ 
3T*V

1 r) 
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because of $he correspondence principle. 

The (nm)th element of the matrix XY-YX corresponds to 

2Tl L ~s~rJr 

so that for high quantum numbers the matrix Itself translates 

7y(x(4tJjewfj fy(p.Jz7je17>,'Py)*} -, 

Into 

JL 
2 T/i V- 

t / 9JÇ dj%_ 3^ 2JL 
\,[dT?r dus. 9x7rduSt 

ci b) timi w Y 
Thus is established a connection between the elements of the ma¬ 

trix XY-YX and the terms of the Fourier series of the classical 

mechanics: for high quantum numbers, each term of the series is 

an approximation to an element of the matrix. 

The sum on the right side of (.2 6) is a Poisson-Jacobi 

bracket expression ,_/ OJ <>_%, ^ 37 

Ô-?) ~ s*7r d K- -1- ^Ps-df-r 
where p^q^are any set of canonical variables. 

As the quantum theoretic analogue of ( )there will be 

introduced the symbol 

fit) cx,y)= ifi(XY-yx) 
Hence, ( ) can be written for high quantum numbers 

M Unn 
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Some of the properties of the Poisson-Jacobi brackets 

will be given. If* in the classical mechanics, x and y are 

functions of the coordinates and momenta, q. *q »#,**q and 
> *• i~ 

p( * * 'Pj » respectively, the expression 

y / kif sLfc _ 2Jf \ 

is denoted by £x,yj and Is called a Poisson-Jacobi bracket, 

directly from this definition follows 

(3 °) Z pr,P3~o £ M/J = 0//% 
«here Sr sS; ? 0, r ? J, 

These brackets also have the properties 

(3$j(b) zufl - - £yX] 

(i-- 
By the use of these relations Jx-tfl can be built up 

,q^Ji if xaand yccan 

be expressed as power series in the p^and qA. For example 

l~ ^ I p*] = f*) -11 
encl =-r/>p,?7--pupii-cpfipzifr 

_£ s Lptj +L ?p 

If the vatlables p^q^are changed to new variables Py_, 

Q^by a contact transformation, which?, as is well known, pre¬ 

serves the Hamiltonian form of the equations of motion, /x,yj 

is unchanged. That is, 

from the expresslon^q^pT ,fJPr 



5 (â-i £2 ^ ^ 
* Sfr 

Hence, 

(3*)I Pri OJ* «*M ; CPr. q^t); EQr- £1 - 
with respect to the p^-and qrare the necessary and sufficient 

conditions for P^and Q^.to be canonical variables. 

Properties analogous touthese properties of the classical 

brackets will be assumed for the quantum theoretic expressions 

X and Y. First, because of (J&) and (/Y), it is assumed in an¬ 

alogy to (01) 

w cx-t y,!z) 
(33) ) to <x,y) 

to cx.y,£J • 

-(A 2) i[YZ) 

* <:x,2)y+/xo',£) 
Further, if X and Y can be developed in powers of 

( hereafterp>ycjwill be used to denote the quantum theoretic 
analogues of the classical p^and qp, (X,Y) can be expressed 

in terms of the elementary syhbols 

C Pr.%) 
The relation between the classical symbol C*<i1 and its 

quantum theoretic analogue (X,Y) here developed, in particular 

equation al), explains the following fundamental assumptions 

made with respect to the : 

(3 y) (pr, p4) t o; (cjr ,fs)- o ; O-/ %) = ^ , 
These 1 as sumptions complete the analogy between (X,Y) and 
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The equations (%f) correspond to the quantum, conditions 
of the former quantum theory* It will be shown later that the 

equations (3D form a set of independent assumptions, that they 
are free of contradictions, and that they make the solution of 

the proposed problem, namely that of constructing a new quan¬ 

tum mechanics dependent only on observed quantities, unique* 

It is to be noticed that, although the matrices J3>^and 

are, rigorously speaking, 2f-dimensional matrices'^ or f degrees 

of freedom, thus CTr( — >tf ; ; 

^ 4f - ClrC*. - 
they can be rearranged so as to be two dimensional matrices, 

and hence subject to the rules of the ordinary matrix algebra* 

For the fundamental laws of multiplication and addition for 

quantum quantities are independent of any order relation between 

the index systems (n#,n^,• • • •• »n^.) which, taken singly, indi¬ 

cate the stationary states, and,,taken in pairs, indicate the 

transitions between the stationary states.TThus the (nm)th com¬ 

ponent of the product where n and m are taken to represent 

f-dimensional sets of numbers, is 

2. 
K 

k likewise representing an f-dimensional set of numbers, the 

Individual numbers of which range over the natural numbers from 

zero to infinity. The fundamental requirement is that the fre¬ 

quency >) (nm) be the same for each term of the sum* The sets of 

quantum numbers n,am'.and:kymay be placed in correspondence with 

Integers n, m, and k in such a manner that 
<£» 

2 p^tn^l^-rtniT)) 
  __ mi-1—   

^ Q.M'LL. 
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That such a transformation is possible can be inferred from 

the following theorem relating to denumerable sets of elements: 

Every set of elements u(r,s>t> » « *u), the elements being 

o£.indices r, a, . ...u which range over the naturaltnumbers, is 

denumerable. 

By making use of the first kind of matrix differentiation 

defined in sectlonC2, it is possible to define the quantum 

quantity (x,Yjin connection with (i.7)* This symbol satisfies 

the equations (314 and. (3H>)> equation (3te), because of the non¬ 

validity of the commutative law, is fulfilled only when Z is a 

linear function of Jb and^, Out of this follows without further 

consideration the theorem: 

representation in comparison with (X,Y), as is to be inferred from 

the non-validity of (314» the logical analogues of the classical 

&.f} are the (X,Y). 

The relations (■3V), which can be regarded as quantum per¬ 

mutation relations, must receive in the new quantum mechanics a 

much more general significance than in the previous quantum theory. 

The quantum conditions of the old theory were applicable only 

to mechanical problems of a conditionally periodic character 

and served the purpose of distinguishing a discrete number of 

solutions out of the continuous manifold of possible solutions. 

characterised bj[ the valuers of _a limited, number of parameters 

If Z is a linear function of /o and , the equation 

i S *V tt-LXU.. 

It is to be kept in mind that 
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In the new theory the relations <3V) are necessary to give 

to the problem of the integration of the equations of motion 

a definite meaning; however, they shall be fulfilled for all 

possible solutions, irrespective of whether the solution bears 

a periodic or non-periodic character, Moreovdr, the equations 

est appear as the exact formlation of the Bohr correspondence 
principle, 

4. The Canonical Equations of Motion;The Energy Law 

and The Frequency Condition, 

In the classical mechanics, a dynamical problem is com¬ 

pletely defined when the Hamiltonian function H(p,q) is set 

up. The equations of motion of the system are then 

It is assumed that these equations can be carried direct¬ 

ly over into the quantum mechanics of Heisenberg. Thus 

^ =£■».*]-. V =fH, 
or, because of C3A, ' ’ n 

(3 6 fa -- CH,Ph) ; % , c Hrftr) 
It is to be emphasized that the equations (34<i) are to be given 

preference over the equations (^4), since the latter contain 

In connection with (34) and 04^, Heisenberg assumes that 

differential coefficients. 

the energy function has in Cartesian coordinates, ise., analogues 

of ordinary Cartesian coordinates, the„:same form as in the clas¬ 

sical theory. However, in the following work the form of ^ will 

not be fixed, it being assumed that this can be established 

by experiment or by theoretical considerations. 

In the quantum matrix theory being discussed, the analogue 

of a constant in the classical theory is a diagonal matrix, 
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since the diagonal terms of a quantum matrix are .constant quan¬ 

tities, with respect to the time. The Hamiltonian function H 

as used in the former quantum theory, is a time constant. Hence , 

if the analogy is to be complete, |*|in the Heisenberg theory 

must be a diagonal matrix* This is to be proved by means of 

the equations (3*») and (36A). 

First, there is introduced the quantum theoretic matrix 

W. defined by 

(•3 7) 
W(nm)~ 

Thh , fj- m 
Ù ~M t m 

where the T^ are the Rydberg-Ritz terms. It then follows out 

of (/), UO), as a general result, 

(2, s) X = ( Wx- x w)-(yV.x) 
h 

The application of the equations of motions and (36A) 

7“ ("',?*)(W'-H,o 
O*')- (H,/,„)■ 

Since is a function ofy^j and^ , it follows that 

(vy-H, H )-o ; H) - 0 
and, because of OP) 

(-7 ù) l-l ' 0 
H » ConsT. 

Then Utî_ gives 

( H (n,n) -H bn,fn* CW(hn) - W(mirn)) ^(r 

or 

(Y 1') ft(-*1 n> ~Htrorin) V(/1 

h 
rr>) 

\>7>) 
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The equations (it) and <y/> contain the energy law and 

the frequency condition of the new mechanics, respectively. 

These results Indicate that the- assumptions and laws already 

introduced are sufficient for a logical formulation of the 

two fundamental postulates of the quantum theory. 

5. Canonical Transformations.In the classical mechanics, 

a new system of variables Q^ls canonical if the bracket 

expressions 

i pr 4] - &rS ; ï # n o ; r>_ ;/y. 0 
are satisfied* 

A similar statement is valid for Heisenberg*s quantum 

mechanics: I* A system _of new quantum variables and 

satisfy the conditions 

MCPr.Psy*; CQr.Qt)-o; (Pr,QJ> SnJ 
and is developable according £p powers QîB and then^ 

the canonical equations (3<*) and are valid in the new 

variables. 

For, if (it) are valid, the symbols ( and ( h.Qj 

can be interpreted as , 

P , Q. 
On the other hand, <3i) shows that 

This suggests the problem: To find the most general trans¬ 

formation, which leaves the canonical equations (“Jb) and (34* 

invariant. 

A very general transformât!onfcv which accomplishes this 

end is 
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a-- s^s" 

' S J 
in which ^is an arbitrary quantum variable. This follows 

from ny and (V3>. It is to be remarked that it is not as¬ 

serted that ^ is the most general transformation satisfying 

the requirement stated. 

It follows from (V5) that if^ is any function develop¬ 

able according to powers of & and , then 

fmi f(PQ):SHM)S~> 
where 1\f(nis obtained from jC/bÿlby replacing p and ^ by ^ 

and • 

The importance of the canonical transformation rests on 

the theorem: Ify^^ÿare any system of variables, which sat¬ 

isfy the equations (3Y>, the problem of the integration of the 

equations of motion is equivalent to the solution of the problem: 

To define a quantum variable^ , such that 

ShUW)*"' = W -- tofjJT.. 
i.e.,VS/is a diagonal matrix. According to the immediately pre¬ 

ceding theorem, rises out of H(M)* y replacing by fîo/J0 • 

If a transformation \ is found such that 

(5^T) A, = S^S-' ; = s^s~' 
the equations of motion (3b), <M are directly solved, the 

solutions beingyb^,^» Equation (^0, which is the quantum 

analogue of the Hamilton-Jacobl equation, will be called the 

xVcharac t e r i s t i c / e quat i on * 
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^ corresponds In a certain sense to the "Action function" 

of the classical ! mechanics. 

6.The Solution of the Characteristic Equation. It is assumed 

I O^o 
in the following thatD , y are any two matrices which satisfy 

the permutation relations but are otherwise completely 

arbitrary. 

Before the proper solution of the characteristic equation 

is taken up, a short discussion of the properties of the ma¬ 

trices used in the quantum theory will be given. 

In the first place, all physical quantities must be real. 

This means in a Fourier series representation of a physical 

quantity that each term must have a conjugate term in the series. 

Likewise, in a quantum tjuantyy each element q(nm) must have a 

conjugate element; the matrices are so constructed that q(nm) 
£ 
q(nm), i.e., the matrices of the quantum theory are Hermitian 

matrices. ( The asterisk denotes the conjugate of the quantity 

on the leEtiSide of the equality.). Although general matrices 

may sometimes be used, quantities such must always be 

Hermitian matrices. 

The matrices of the quantum theory are always infinite 

matrices, or, in other words, the number of states characterized 

by the numbers n, m is infinite. This result follows from 

If the number of states was infinite, the equation could 
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be summed over ail the different states: 

(V7) XXI/v bhhJtln) (nQpJ/rnfJ. o 
On the left side of this equation the terms cancel In pairs, 

while the right side is a quantity unequal to zero. Thus the 

assumption of a flnité number of states leads to a contradic¬ 

tion. 

A theorem from the algebra of bilinear forms Involving 

a finite number of variables will now be given for the pur- 

pose of making plainer the transformation of matrices. 

There belongs to each matrix (a(nm)) a bilinear form 

m 

snd y, »yi,* in two series of variables x<#x^,x^,»* 

the matrix is of the Hermite type, that is, the transposed 

matrix ^Fr(a(mn)) is equal to the conjugate of *7 , 

= c?*> #.(m n) ^ a.* Cnni) 
the form A assumes real values if the y*s are taken to be 

equal to the conjugate complex values of the x*s. Thus 

If 

' urn ^ 
The x^ are now subjected to a linearttranâfürmatlon 

■xh-.TvUn)g^ 
having the complex matrix V-(v(In) ) • 

A then goes over into 

A lu^ 8 ÿ% *) b<nrri)/„ y 

. A(nIn) or in matrix notation /r-£ ^ ' 

O r V €f V 
It is seen that £ is a matrix of the Hermite type, 

B * y*V* V * 
if it is recalled that 

where 

it 
m 

O.M. ; Q.M. XT. 



The matrix V is said to be orthogonal if the linear 

transformation belonging to it leaves invariant the Hermite 

unit form 

the necessary and sufficient condition for this is 

(y/>) vV* -- JL y~' 
For a finite number of variables it is known that it is pos¬ 

sible, always, to transform a Hermltlan form orthogonally to 

a sum of squares, i.e., to effect a "principal axis'* trans¬ 

formation: 
A /y ) - T* \A/ M . A (K-**) - T K 

If the matrix of this transformation is considered, this 

means that there exists a matrix such that 

frf) yf* ^ yq f* ~ Ve! k‘~>
 = W 

where W- (W/wfc Is a diagonal matrix* 

For Infinite matrices, at least in a number of eases in¬ 

vestigated by Heisenberg, Born, and Jordan, there is valid a 

similar theorem; however, it is possible for n to rangé through 

a continuous range of values as well as through a discrete 

set of values* 

The theory of Hermitian forms in infinitely many variables 

has been given only for bounded forms » The quantum forms do 
A 

not in general belong to this class of forms; in spite of this, 

it will be assumed, for the purposes of the quantum theory, that 

the results mathematically valid for the bounded forms are to 

hold for unbounded forms* 
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The quantities W are called ‘'Elgenwerte'', and their totality 
Spettytsnr) 

forms the "ihathe mat leal " ' of the form; this spectrum consists 
/l 

of "ijoint and "hand" spectra, in correspondence with the phy¬ 

sical existence of such spectra* 

The principal axis transformation yields immediately a 

solution of the characteristic equation. For, according to the 

assumption made above, there is an orthogonal matrix A » 
(50) l S'* J - / , r*. r' 
such that, through the transformation 

(51) PK Z S hr ^ S ' 
itlan character of Q. is retained for (1), the Hermitian retainei torfir%; 

(2), the equations cSV) are invariant; (3), the energy 

fri) H<-t=9) 5 H0=b<j V«5 • W 
goes over into a diagonal matrix* 

This solution is unique. For suppose that through another 

transformation f* a second set of energy 'values TKU is obtained: 

(s# r W ' 
where!* is a diagonal matrix different from^F*• Then 

(SUT S~*S H S~'STTS” WITS'T* 
and there arises the question, whether it is possible to form 

fromVVa diagonal matrix w:. , 

û-s) = M WM-’, M M = 1 
in such a manner thaty^tis not obtainable from vtv a permutation. 

The equation ( ) can be written 

V^'AI -MW - o 
this means that 

(£-(s>) Mtf>rn)( 
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Prom the orthogonality of j it follows that for n*n, 

7 l ù. 
Consequently, for a fixed n, neither all the values of M(nk) 

nor all the values of M(kn) vanish* Hence, the TUT* are contained 

among the W. The roles of ^ and |4^may be interchanged, thus 

proving the converse. 

7*Perturbation Theory.11 might be expected that, 

in analogy to the perturbation theory of the classical me¬ 

chanics, there exists a quantum mechanics perturbation theory* 

The existence of this theory is brought about by the possibil¬ 

ity of the solution of the characteristic equation ( f/>. 

Corresponding to the classical theory, it is assumed that 

the energy function f~j can be expressed as a power series in 

a parameter ^ : 

(6'7) M>*//, +   
It is assumed that ^ is the energy function of an unper¬ 

turbed system, the-equations of motion of which have the so- 
L O — o 

luttons PJç- ftp* It is further assumed that 

H* W0 

is a diagonal matrix. 

The next step in the solution of the problem is the 

setting up of a transformation vS such that 

is a diagonal matrix. The transformation will be taken in 

£? +   

Likewise Vi^ill be assumed to have the form 
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(6 l) 

(Go) W-Wo f A % + A“   
Then <.$D yields, on comparing coefficients, the follow¬ 

ing approximation equations for the definition of : 

If t] 

& MùmmH9Si0i‘ H & S, - S| Hô S$ H- ^ Suffisji/ 

Sr H0- H.Sr iPr (Hr - H„ s6 Sr-.J = Wr . 
Le unperturbed system whose Hamiltonian is H is non-de¬ 

generate, these equations can be solved immediately as follows: 

The first equation Mn is true, by hypothesis. For the others 

the time mean is formed! 

CM 
and then the solution is 

Fr-% P(i'in)-- Wr(./in) 

(63) 
- /~l : /Tt nj 

(J- *»,n) . 
/?K l rtl , 7) 

The case of degenerate systems will now be given in con* 

nection with the problem of reducing a Hermitian form to its 

principal axis. The Hamiltonian s assumed in the form 

given at the beginning of this section. 

In ordre to transform the Hermitian form tv, if-; 

? M 
mn 

nin X/%. ~x n 
to- its principal axis, the following procedure is used: 

The^ linear equations 

in infinitely many variables are set for solution. Solutions 

M 
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on iy 
exist ognly for certain values W , the "Eigenwerte" of the Her- 

mite form* The initial system, i.e., the system with the energy 

function H0 , is assumed to he non-de gene rate, or, what amounts 

to the same thing, the are all distinct. Then the identities 

are valid. 

If the first is multiplied hy the second by 7^, and the 

results summed over k, subtraction yields, because of the Her¬ 

mit ian character of H : 

C K' Wm) sr f~'rn A/rm 
Since the solutions'^. are determinate with the exception of ua 

proportionality factor, this factor may be chosen so that 

^ X ^ c-1 
and the inform an1 orthogonal matrix 

S - (■ 
This transforms the given form to a sum of squares, for if 

%*r " 2T %r/7 ÿn 
be substituted in the form, the result is 

Z H l M 'h *2 
«X AX ^ 

Ï 1^/77 jtn 'ÿf7)yv 
7VH -d 

m / » 

According to the hypothesis made on hy , the coefficients 

in equation have the form: 

-- r A H, (M t yKM t--- 

Consequently, it is assumed that 

w* w-n   0/ 

>* 

* 

r\ 

If these are substituted in (<M>. the following approximations 

result: 
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r^VC^°-<>û 
(M L T*(W°- wu = - V H'"* I n % J) »j 

L rf'tw0- wn -- -Cir'ty'-t W“'IH(H"'W*'J/ 

\ x 4 ( trJhï) 
From (65A) it follows that W must be equal to one of the W*: 

f% 9 

for otherwise all of the 7^. would disappear, and then the 

following approximation equatlonsewould. show that 

vanish. 

Since the initial system is assumed to be non-degenerate, 

all 7fn are distinct, so that the solution of (^^-) is 

= x«>n 

and is an arbitrary number. 

If this is substituted in one has, according as 

k=n, or k£ n o - (-W0/~t H(*(nn)) * -- n 

in ( W°n - K } -- H ‘ ( n ni yï', trtn 
and the solution is 

a) 

7"°' 
•1/^) y 
» trn ' à , /ri= n 

(t?7) W(n- H'(nr$ ) x 
(n 
nn 

il 
,,J _ *’ 

yn > ^ hVcihnj 
(n , (o) 

(II 
where yn is again an arbitrary number. 

Likewise, (65c) has its solutions 

LJM,. . / y:' Hffenf 

[b <?), 
K 

L-f 
nn 

mom - f a- 
V„ (In) 

! / f-f&,Ctr4)ft/ _ (fin) 

■y.* -(fît V,(!<n) n) h^Vlttnf 
_ ft0-’   (frn) J’J H'(fr/?l V" 

hvjhnl- AV,<nn) '* 
The solution of is obtained in a like jnanner. The 



H r,lbjP) H r>) -7 ft $/?) 
VpHn) 

Hf’ln-t) H"'k/()/-f"'(hn) N ^nly f?) 
î/. // „> v. hr ni ' n vml/~ y (i r?r 

energy value is 

W(il - Hà1(nr?) - i Z 
J_ /' /7_ l n*i n &, 

y,(t/7) 

It is to be kept in mind that the "Eigenwefcte” of the 

Hermitian form 

/-/ fan,*b) ~ <Z ^mr? ^ 

are the same as the energy values of the corresponding station¬ 

ary states of the atom. fP, 

The arbitrariness of the quantities^serves the purpose 

of normalizing the solutions found. The condition 

tn •+ > “ *'.l[ -t - - 
'*T *1 

affords for 

the equations 

-v * *1 

X„ -• **„ xfn * " ■>* 

A~ 

2 
AT 

^nn 
(b) 

x 

*fo/ _ ^ 

nn 
* <•/ 

ZHrrn * 

-y * (°f _ „ 
trn *r D 

If the substitutions Just found are substituted in these 

equations, the result is 

* *fn *fo) (*f 

y* ?» v 7" > = ° 

f0 {p) ‘ <?» fP) 
'£L If 
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then û- D - 1 
(rt s s» tot_ 

2 a.„ CMM; C<PH 
O 

Irl 
X an i- 

U/ 

/â /o> (D iff 
It is seen from this that the phase constants / "•*, can 

be chosen arbitrarily, and the A-v , a ~ "are uniquely defined 

and can be calculated successively* This is in agreement with 

the earlier result, that the phases of the diagonal terms of 

S are undefined. 

The case where the initial system is degenerate will now 

be considered. Suppose that is an r-fold "Eigenwertthen 

equation (<*£*-) has the solution b 

%; 5 i>% )x *.»*•' 

x'„'n = o , frtn, Vi/- 'H-rr--! 
and, as a result, the left side of vanishes for 

/T-Kfi/tf _ 7/f 7'- / 
t- ' 

This gives the^ equations 

(7°) - o ,K- hi,- — 
for which the coefficient matrix is of the Hermlte type. 

The condition that the equations (70) have roots in 

common is that the determinant of the coefficients 

(7// Del ( W'$KA_- H'FH-T. ,-»t7))0 

*r 

be set equal to zerd>. The resüitis-a..secular.equàtion for 

determining W as is well knomn, all the roots of this 

equation are real. If such a root is chosen, the détermina - 

tion of the approximating equations can be carried out. 

Thus there exists an algebraic method for handling 

the case of a degenerate system. If, for example, an energy 
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value la two-fold, say W , the perturbation problem leads to 

ttlS qparlr|b+.<1 r» nnuof 1 r\*r» * 

This case could appear If two equal systems were coupled together 

In some manned by a suitable force* If an energy value is two¬ 

fold, for example, there belongs to it a vanishing frequency • 

Heisenberg has expressed the view that although a rigorous 

theory of convergence for quantum quantities is probably far off, 

there is this difference between classical and quantum magni¬ 

tudes: for example, in equation , the nk) of the denom¬ 

inator cannot be made arbitrarily small; there is a least 

/p (nk) due to the n-series and the k-series being bounded in one 

dlrèction and heaping up to a limit, as in the case of hydrogen, 

and not going to infinity both ways at equidistant intervals, 

as in the classical theory. Thus the convergence question of 

the classical theory, which gives rise to the difficulties 

of the three body problem probably doe3 not arise in the corres¬ 

ponding quahtumtheory problem. 

8.The Harmonic Oscillator. The harmonic oscillator was 

the elementary radiating mechanism in Planck's original quan¬ 

tum theory. Consequently, it will be of interest to apply the 

Heisenberg mechanics to it. 

Its Hamiltonian is, in the classical mechanics, 

o 

the Hamiltonian equations are 
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o> ï -it^Kf?- o lyzfptz:. 
It Is to be noted particularly that /ois the frequency of the 

oscillator, and not an emitted frequency* 
* 

L*. 
The coordinate . q sxs now to be replaced by tltsi quan- 

tun analogue# _ ^ c n> m) ^ l 7J C V Ul ni> tj 

and the equation of motion becomes \ 

(y.) t - * T * V” Oi, m) + y w u K *J 1(nm)-- a 
mr~ £ VuUi,rr\-VD‘'\ 1 (fi ni) - o 

ondition , 

^P-M= J4 
± 

yields,(if it is remembered that in analogy to the classical 

theory, fj - pa j err p= l ft i W lWfr»)<? 0],m))) 

2! / 1(P>7) )- ni vOrn) lift n) n p„ xv£ vfrfr\q(hn)} 
Since V( # h)z “ VLKh) and 

c/(ftn)± i*(Mft) 

^1* h) 1(Hr.)) - IK/JWI1- 

The quantum condition 

a ±h 
i- 77 

or 

this expression becomes 

(3) 
Hence 

-2^ iP>TTLy(t>fT) IKhml"-- £-£ 

Z/-V(htT)ll(PO)l
1'-. -Jl-, 

?v-p0 

H- = -£ f?0 7 jpo ( 1 n Vo) C)U 

- ( 1 71 %pe Î-VÜ*>7)1(11 h) VCHm)l[/rj7]) 
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As was to be expected, this equation shows H to be a di¬ 

agonal matrix, and the energy of the stationary states are the 

diagonal terms of/V . Hence % 

(Ÿ) £(») - H(*m W#! 
The solution of the problem is contained in the equations 

(2 ), (3 ) , and (^). 

From (2»), q(nm)s 0, except when V(nm) zf , or when 

E(n)-E(m) - J? h ]}Q 

From (3) it follows that, corresponding to any n, an n* 

must exist for which q(nn •>* 0; otherwise (3) would become 

Oca,- (h/877j^)* Therefore, corresponding to any n, an ji* exists 

for which E(n)-E(n') is equal to either^ l/f>or -h VQ , 

Assuming that there is no degeneracy--this assumption was 

implied above—,, so that if n^m, there are at most two values 

of m for which E(n)-E(m) --t* h 
If these be denoted by n‘, n"”, we have the possibilities 

E(n)-E(n' ) « 

E (n) -E (n 

or 

•>=h>/0 ) 

•*/«> J 

')s rh Vb 1 

") - h I/o J 

E(n)-E(n'}= r1 

E(n)-E(n 

the former corresponding to 

V(nnJ) - V0 

V(nn") = -V„ 

and the latter to 

)J (nn") =• V* J 

in both cases, V(nn') - - )/( nnM) 

(B) 
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Hence becomes, since q(nk) — 0, except when ks n* 

or n" v( n n ' 11 *)(r>nf)l^yfnn")h(ft n")h 

(S)or v(nn') l / ^jmV/- ^nn ')luj - ~tjr*u0 

. h 
r*>. 

Also <*> becomes 2*. 

.PW - 1 v‘r. I [ V»N yV/ini!) / ,..7 
or -hi Vo*-IV r> "ftfifa’ilj 

(&) Eh/ - n"H} 
The two equations given by (A) and (B) are now consid¬ 

ered. It has been shown that for a given n there must be an 

n' and there may be an n". 

It is first supposed that n" does not exist. Then (6 ) 

and (6) beoom^ y ( 11, O’) / ‘j(}J r,>)} **-- 

(?) £(Ah <Ühn<tl *- 

For (7 ) and <*> to hold, (nn1) must be negative; this 

rules out (A), thds leaving only (B), where y {nn*) a -/£, so 

that E(n!)7 E(n). ' 

Equations (7 ) and (/»> then become 

I lCno')lu- 
and (‘Tr'-fav, 

A (ft) - v0
u • JL ' m‘A. K> 

Hence there is at most one n for which no nM exists, and 

if this be called n c , 

(7) £*>)-ihv0 

For all other n's there is an n", as well as an n1. 

f J • 
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Assuming for the moment that n^ exists, n^ can "be found 

for which __ / , , 
*L»i) ~ £ (io) -- h v0 

it there is no n" satisfying 

B C*1*) ~ B fro ) - - h ^0 
If this n’^be denoted by nj, two new numbers nj, n‘| exist 

such that 

E(riJ)-E(n#) - h Vjj 

E(nJ')- E(n,)z -h ^ 

Comparison of the second of these equations with i/O) shows 

that n". must be n-. Thus from n.is derived n* and n^. 
I P i I o 

If n* is denoted by n^, n*vcan be derived by a similar 

process from n^fas can also ry n'^is then denoted by n^and the 

process is repeated. The result is represented by the scheme 

H 

in which n*= n. - n'/ , except when k:0, where only n.c. n", or, 
*r-» h ht* * I 

what amounts to the same thing, n!_ s n n”r ^except when 
T tr-t i n 

k =0, where any njtsr^ , there being no nM . In this way is built 

up the sequence of numbers 

hi  
bounded in the direction n , and such that n* n and n" n 

Thus for k^O, equations (SI and (6) become 

in) E (»«) - *tw>M. v/[hK 17 fa 
since V(n* tn

f ) is now ** ' 

Equation (//) are, on writing u^» |q(n^,n^)/^ 

% »ni 
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UfT U*-i <f 77 Ka 

K-zr-/ " ^/r- *■ - —h.— 
rV't'o''» 

U.,- U0- 
Also, by equation (?) rvu 

Ut= h/CfT)1- 
The result of adding these equations is 

oh-. Lfr/t-wy*Y9^Lirn) 
.,i~ . hlfr+j) 

" fv'/soVo 
or 

{'*) 

'h 

I 9 fa* '»». 
Hence from (/1-) and (/*/) it follows that 

*t»rt - , 

Or) or = h^Ocii) 

The whole of this depends on the existence of this one n ^ 

for which there is no n". If there is no such number n ^hav¬ 

ing this property, any number N ^can serve as a starting point 

in the derivation of N#0and N^, the former being denoted by Nj 

and the latter by • By the same process as before a new 

series of numbers can be obtained such that the subscripts 

range from ©° to-»t>as is portrayed below 
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Thus equation (/3) would hold for every k from-*^ to -toO • 

But this Is Impossible, since the magnitudes u form an arithme¬ 

tical progression of positive.terms, so that there must be 

at least' one at which the series terminates in one direction; 

this corresponds to the above result of assuming that there Is 

no,n0. Hence an nftalways exists* 

Further the sequences nJJ,n|,n^, contains every in¬ 

teger: for, if an integer was omitted, it could serve as a 

starting point for the construction of a new series in the 

above manner. This series would have to terminate on the left 

at some value m for which Hlm^m o)-(l/2)h But H(n0,n^) « 

(l/2)h • Therefore m ^must be the sequence n0,nf,n^,  

Thus the solution of the problem is 

where 

It is to be noticed that the value f f(o ^/appears nat¬ 

urally in the present theory 



Th© phase In each component of the matrix is arbitrary, since 

<7 (*-</, v/s *'***•» 

where Jis an arbitrary phase constant, as only IWWl 
is determined above. 

9. It is probably advantageous to give at this point a 

review of the fundamental considerations which led Heisenberg 

to the matrix mechanics. 

He conceived the idea of replacing the periodically varying 

coordinates of the electrons in the atom by a totality of par¬ 

tial vibrations, of which the frequencies are equal to these 

of the spectral lines which according to the classical theory 

were associated with a change in these coordinates. Since each 

spectral line corresponds to a transition between two stationary 

states of the atom, a problem of one degree of freedom suggested 

a square array of these observable quantities, as the frequencies 

build a two fold manifold of quantities. Hence the array 

(Où) £j(0 l) ^ (bi) 

/j j<o = ai0 °i *10'1lov- - 

\ *, * : / 
The individual terms of this array take the form 

1771 v(yj ni)C c)(pm)z CL cn m) 
where a(nm) is a complex ampli tune, the absolute value of which 

may be regarded as a measure of the probability of the transi¬ 

tion between the states characterized by the numbers n and m. 

The result of this is that the square of this absolute value 

is the measure of the intensity of the line in question..Since 

a transition in either direction is equally probable, the abso¬ 

lute value of a(nm) must be equal to that of a (inn). Hence it seems 
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reasonable to set 

If itnls further assumed that * * 

*j{h m)-- * 7cm n) 
tilen w / 1 

y(nrv)-- -VI mn) 
and In particular 

V tn,n) - o 
If the array ( j ) corresponds to the electron coordinates 

it is natural to regard the time derivative of ( / ) as analogous 

to the electron velocity. This gives a new array 

^ r ^2-TK y<pm) n m)J 
the time derivative of this totality can oe regarded as the 

analogue of the acceleration of the moving electron. The extension 

to f degrees of freedom is now clear, since 2-f dimensional 
i 

arrays can be rearranged as 2-dlmensional arrays. 
y 
j 

After the construction from observable quantities of 

analogues of the velocity and the acceleration, the next step 

was to bring in the analogues pf the momenta of the electrons. 

For further information the reader is referred to 

Birtwistle: The New,Quantum Mechanics, Cambridge, 1928. 
« 

Arthur Haas: Materiewellen und Quantenmechanik, Leip¬ 

zig, 1928. 

Birtwistle in particular gives a fairly complete 

discussion of theory together with its applications. Both 

of these books connect the Heisenberg theory with the Schrod¬ 

inger wove theory. 
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